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Arrangement-making is understood to be a ‘closing-relevant action’ (Schegloff & 
Sacks 1973), but little attention has been given to how people arrive at mutually 
acceptable plans for the future. Telephone conversations between clients and 
staff of Community and Home Care (CHC) services were studied to identify how 
arrangements for future services were made. A recurrent sequence was 
observed in which clients were informed of future arrangement and were 
prompted to reply with ‘response solicitation’ (Jefferson 1981). Response 
solicitations were observed at two points: either tagged to the end of an 
informing, or following a recipient’s response to the informing. We show how 
response solicitations are routinely used in instances where recipients have some 
discretion in relation to the arrangement under discussion. They are a means by 
which an informing party can display to their interlocutor that they, as recipient, 
have some discretion to exercise in the matter. These findings are discussed with 
reference to prior research on arrangement-making in other settings, which 
suggests the general nature of this practice.   
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1. Introduction 
In this article, we examine a routine practice by which parties make arrangements with one 
another. Developing previous conversation analytic research (Houtkoop 1987), we analyze 
telephone conversations between staff and clients of a Community and Home Care (CHC) 
service. These participants are engaged in organizing ongoing home- and community-based 
services for the elderly and disabled. This regularly involves introducing new arrangements 
for the future, which is routinely accomplished via the activity of informing. Such informings 
were typically followed with response solicitation, in which the client’s assessment of the 
informed arrangement was sought. We suggest this is not an institution-specific practice, 
but rather a practice with the same sequential trajectory as arrangement-making in 
mundane conversation, including those made in languages other than English (Houtkoop 
1987, Lindström 1999, Schegloff & Sacks 1973).1  We show how this regular practice is a 
means by which an informed arrangement comes to be re-specified as a proposal. By 
interacting in this way, the parties together establish an arrangement as contingent upon 
their mutual assent.  
 
1.1. Arrangement-making as a special status topic in talk-in-interaction 
Conversation analytic researchers have a long-standing interest in the role of arrangements 
in interaction. Schegloff and Sacks (1973) observed that making arrangements can be an 
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explicit reason for an interaction, or something occupying the closing section of it. At both 
locations, but especially when conducted at the possible termination of an interaction, 
making an arrangement is a ‘closing-relevant’ action (see also Button 1987, Button 1991, 
Curl 2006, Davidson 1978, Firth 1995, LeBaron & Jones 2002, McKenzie 2010, Robinson 
2001, West 2006). That is, an arrangement, in occasioning a future episode of interaction, 
can warrant the closure of a current one. For this reason, arrangement-making has been 
described as a ‘special status topic’ in conversation (Button 1991). Although initially 
identified in interactions conducted in English, this special status has been observed in other 
linguistic and cultural contexts (Harren & Raitaniemi 2008, Houtkoop 1987, Placencia 1997). 
When making an arrangement is the reason for initiating an interaction, as in the cases 
considered here, the special status of this action means participants orient to the 
interaction as monotopical by routinely closing their conversation once the arrangement 
has been made (Schegloff & Sacks 1973).  
 
1.2. Practices for making an arrangement 
Although the special status of arrangement-making has been identified, considerably less 
attention has been paid to the actual practices used to make those arrangements. The most 
extensive work has been carried out by Houtkoop (1987), who distinguished between two 
types: arrangements that can be satisfied immediately, and those that she referred to as 
‘remote proposals,’ which involve planning a longer-term course of conduct. The latter 
practice is the focus of this article. The following is an instance that illustrates the practice 
we examine in this article. It involves an employee (‘E’) of a CHC service making a future 
arrangement with one of her clients (‘C’). Please refer to the appendix for a list of the 
transcription conventions used throughout this article.  
 
(01) [CHC007, 0:23-0:43] 
01 E07:   =now I just wanted to let you know that 
02        uhm:: tch tomo:rrow night Tammy’s not working 
03        .hhh so Laura’s going >to be coming=b’t i's a 
04        liddle bit< later.=it's going to be about  
05        quarter to seven:. 
06           (0.2) 
07 C003:  quarter to seven. th[at'll b]e  
08 E07:                       [↓yeah. ]    
09 C003:  alri:[ght.]  
10 E07:        [ yeh]=alRI::ght? 
11 C003:  (yeah/ye:s) [that'll] be fine.= 
12 E07:               [ ohkay.]         =alright. 
13 E07:   ohkay. .hh how you getting on with the to:ilet 
14        surround is it a[lright?]  
             ((topic shifts)) 
 
To make an arrangement with her client, the employee begins, at lines 1-5, with an 
informing (Gardner & Mushin 2013, Goodwin 1979, Heritage 1984, 2013, Heritage & 
Atkinson 1984, Pomerantz 1975, Robinson 2009, Terasaki 2004). This action is characterized 
by providing information in a way that suggests the speaker supposes the recipient does not 
have knowledge of its detail. The employee’s informing concerns the usual care worker’s 
(Tammy) inability to deliver her service.2 As an alternative arrangement, another worker 
(Laura) will come at a later time than usual. The client initially responds by repeating a 
component of the informing: the service time (line 7). What happens next is a practice that 
is of central interest in our analysis. First, the client responds to the informing as a proposal 
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that she should either accept or reject (in this instance, she accepts, across lines 7 and 9). 
Consistent with the argument that informings can accomplish more than just conveying 
information (Gardner & Mushin 2013, Heritage 2012a, 2013, Schegloff 2007, Stivers & 
Rossano 2010), the client’s response displays an understanding that she should evaluate the 
viability of the arrangement with reference to her own plans for the future. The second 
interesting aspect is that, although the client has just accepted the arrangement, the 
employee nevertheless pursues the matter (at line 10) with ‘response solicitation’ (Jefferson 
1981). Our goal is to explore sequences in which arrangements are informed and then 
followed by response solicitations, in order to account for this particular type of conduct.  
 
An explanation for the type of sequence just described has been provided by Houtkoop 
(1987) in a study of actions used to make arrangements . She found attempts to make 
future arrangements follow a regular sequential trajectory, which she represented 
schematically as follows (where ‘A’ and ‘B’ refer to different speakers):  
 
A: Remote proposal 
B: Acceptance 
A: Request-for-confirmation 
B: Confirmation 
A: Acknowledgement 
 
Although we find that arrangement-making follows this sequence in the data collected for 
the present study, analysis of our materials does not support Houtkoop’s account of why 
arrangement-making involves this particular trajectory. According to her analysis, 
arrangement-making sequences are structured in the above way because recipients may 
initially express willingness to undertake a proposed arrangement but, on hearing further 
details, can reveal they are unable to participate. For this reason, Houtkoop argued 
requests-for-confirmation provide opportunities for interlocutors to discuss details of the 
proposed arrangement. Moreover, whereas recipients’ initial responses tend simply to state 
acceptance, responses following requests-for-confirmation demonstrate, with some form of 
evidence, that recipients will comply with the proposed arrangement (for example, by 
writing a note in a diary). The vast majority of instances in our data, however, including 
Fragment 1 above, do not conform to this pattern. Our analytic goal, therefore, is to identify 
the interactional function of making arrangements with informings that are followed with 
response solicitations.  
 
In the analysis below, we identify three related sequential trajectories that proposals for 
future arrangements can take. One is equivalent to the general sequential structure 
identified by Houtkoop (1987); Fragment 1 is an instance of this. Another involves a 
truncated form of this structure, where an arrangement-maker tags response solicitation to 
their informing turn before their interlocutor has responded. Because these tag-positioned 
solicitations are made at the same point at which a response might legitimately be made, a 
third sequential trajectory involves both parties producing these utterances in overlap. We 
highlight two common features of these trajectories that are crucial for understanding the 
type of arrangement-making involved. First is the use of informing to convey details of the 
arrangement. Second is a display, by arrangement-makers in their use of response 
solicitation, that the arrangement is contingent upon the recipient’s acceptance; that it is, 
therefore, a proposed arrangement. We show that arrangement-making using these 
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practices is a means by which one party can organize the particulars of a future 
arrangement, convey the details to an interlocutor implicated in that arrangement, and then 
orient to the discretion of that interlocutor in the matter.  
 
2. Data 
Data for this study come from a corpus of telephone conversations between employees and 
clients of CHC services. Three service centres across metropolitan Adelaide, in South 
Australia, all operating within the same organization, were involved. This CHC organization 
uses government funding to provide personal care and domestic services to people in their 
own homes, as well as community-based services like transport and shopping. Those 
typically eligible for this assistance are older people, although others qualify on the basis of 
disability. Employees maintain regular telephone contact with clients to customize their 
support.  
 
Ethical approval for the study was obtained from both the University of Adelaide and the 
collaborating organization. The first author invited eleven employees to participate, all of 
whom provided their informed consent. These employees were trained to recruit clients for 
the study. A total of 152 clients were invited to participate, with 142, or 91%, providing their 
informed consent. All names in transcripts presented in this article have been replaced with 
pseudonyms. A total of 375 calls were recorded between January and September 2008. 
These were transcribed using the standard system used within conversation analysis 
(Hepburn 2004, Hepburn & Bolden 2013, Jefferson 2004). A list of the transcription 
conventions used throughout this article is included as an appendix to this article. Around 
one quarter of the calls were found to contain attempts by one party, usually the employee, 
to make an arrangement with the other party to the conversation. This is the subject of the 
analysis reported here.  
 
3. Analysis 
Our analytic goal is to explore how arrangement-making can be initiated with an informing 
and yet accomplished, ultimately, as a proposal for future action.  We explore the three 
sequential trajectories that proposals for future arrangements take in our data.  As the vast 
majority of arrangements in our data were unequivocally accepted, the trajectories of 
accepted arrangements are represented schematically below. Here, Houtkoop’s (1987) term 
‘request-for-confirmation’ has been replaced by the more neutral ‘response solicitation’ 
(Jefferson 1981), because these utterances do not always follow initial acceptance in our 
data (and so, therefore, there is not necessarily an acceptance to be ‘confirmed’). Likewise, 
Houtkoop’s  term, ‘acknowledgement’ has been replaced with ‘sequence-closing third,’ in 
line with research demonstrating how such turns facilitate closing sequences (Schegloff 
1986, 2007). Common to each trajectory is consistent use of informing followed by response 
solicitation. What differs is the placement of response solicitation (found in the lines marked 
with arrows numbered 1) relative to the acceptance of arrangements (marked with arrows 
numbered 2).  
 
Informer solicits response 
  A:  1 Informed arrangement + Response solicitation 
  B:  2 Acceptance 
  A:     Sequence-closing third 
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Recipient self-selects to respond 
  A:     Informed arrangement 
  B:  2 Acceptance 
  A:  1 Response solicitation 
  B:     Re-acceptance 
  A:     Sequence-closing third 
 
Both parties simultaneously move into the response phase 
  A:  1 Informed arrangement [+ Response solicitation 
  B:  2                      [Acceptance 
  A:     Sequence-closing third 
 
3.1. Trajectory 1: Informer solicits response 
One sequential trajectory arrangement-making follows is illustrated in Fragments 2 and 3.  
In both instances, arrangements are introduced through informing. At the end of an 
informing, the informer tags response solicitation to the otherwise-completed turn, thus 
orientating to the recipients’ discretion in the matter. These response solicitations, which 
can be observed in Fragments 2 and 3 in boldface at lines containing arrows numbered 1, 
re-cast an informing as a proposal, which is how recipients subsequently respond at lines 
containing arrows numbered 2.  
 
(02) [CHC009, 0:43-1:01] 
01 E07:       .hhh um >and then the< second thing is, we've 
02            got (.) um Renee is on holidays,=  
03 C004:                                      =mm h[m.] 
04 E07:                                            [so] she 
05            can't come tomorrow >so we've got a< care  
06            worker called Sue who's going to come,  
07 C004:      [     S u e,     o k a y.     ] 
08 E07:       [.hhhh so it's a little bit la]ter >it's  
09        1 around about< three o'clock is that  
10        1 oka:y?= 
11 C004:  2       =>oh that's okay.<= 
12 E07:                               =oh thank you very  
13            much. 
14 C004:      no problem. 
15 E07:       thanks missus Ch[a r l t o n.    ] 
16 C004:                      [see you darling.] 
17 E07:       okay. by:e. 
18 C004:      bye bye love. 
19               (1.0) 
                 ((call ends))  
 
In this conversation, the employee informs the client that her usual care worker (Renee) is 
on leave and therefore will not be performing her duties. This is followed by some 
discussion of a substitute care worker.3 By midway through line 9, the employee has 
produced a possibly-complete turn-constructional unit (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974), 
and the conversation has reached a juncture where the client might legitimately respond. 
Instead of this, however, the employee continues her turn to tag on a question about the 
arrangement she has just detailed. When produced by first speakers, tag questions 
modulate the action of the turn-so-far by deferring judgment to a recipient’s expertise 
(Heritage 2010, Heritage & Raymond 2005). When added to informed arrangements, tag-
positioned solicitations occasion a response to a question rather than an informing. They 
therefore represent the arrangement as a proposal subject to a recipient’s discretion.  
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The approach taken by the employee here is appropriate to the arrangement she is making. 
She informs her client of the aspects of the arrangement that she, as a CHC representative, 
is in a position to know. That is, she can know Renee is temporarily unavailable, that she can 
be replaced by Sue, and that Sue will need to deliver the service at a later time than Renee 
was scheduled to do so. Speakers routinely use informings to convey details when they have 
a higher level of epistemic access to the matter being discussed (Heritage 2012a, 2012b, 
Labov & Fanshel 1977, Pomerantz 1980). The employee’s tag question, however, orients to 
an aspect of the arrangement she may not be sure about: whether this modification, 
particularly the change to the time the service will be delivered, is appropriate for the client. 
The respective parties, then, have access to different epistemic domains. The employee is in 
a position to know what her organization can provide and the client to know whether a 
particular arrangement will be suitable for them. The arrangement-making turn is designed 
to reflect this.  
 
By examining ways in which sequences progress in instances such as in Fragment 2, we can 
observe how arrangement-makers detail an arrangement and highlight that it is conditional 
upon recipients’ agreement. Informings enable someone in a position to organize the 
particulars of a future arrangement to convey those details to the party involved. Response 
solicitations are a means by which speakers can subsequently represent their informings as 
proposals, thereby orienting to recipients’ discretion in the matter. Such solicitation can be 
observed twice in the following fragment, which follows the same trajectory as Fragment 2. 
The fragment begins immediately after the employee has obtained the client’s consent to 
participate in the study. The employee’s mention of “this one” (line 1) refers to the current 
conversation. 
 
(03) [CAC223, 0:42-1:28] 
01 E02:       [alright] well this one’s really e:asy. it’s  
02            just to let you kno:w because it’s a public  
03            holiday on Monda:y, 
04 C077:      yes.= 
05 E02:           =.hhh yourºtº e- the girls are still  
06            coming out on Monday cos I think that’s  
07            f:airer than to haf: (.) make you have a  
08            shower on: Friday and then have another one  
09            on: Saturda:y o::r ↑so they’ll still come out 
10            on Monday,.hhh budit will be:: u:m >it’ll be  
11            at< ten thi:rty.  
12               (0.2) 
13 E02:   1 .hhh a:nd it’s going to be Kath:leen. is that  
14        1 okay¿ 
15               (0.3) 
16 C077:  2 ye:s,= 
17 E02:            =.hhh ohkay [ so- ] 
18 C077:                       [I >do]n’t kno-< ºeº don’t  
19            know whether I know Kath[leen.] 
20 E02:                               [yu- I] do:n’t think 
21            you do:. she’s a- a l:ovely Scohttish la:dy. 
22            and she’s very friendly >so I don’t think  
23            you’ll have any problem[s:.< .hhh uhm-] 
24 C077:                             [ey::  now  ah ]  
25            [(thi-)]   
26 E02:       [  y-e:]ah.= 
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27 C077:                 =(can) I’b- (.) Ih’ve met some of 
28            ‘em. 
29 E02:       yE::ah and- y- yeah the longer you stay the  
30            more you will meet I’m sur:e.  
31 C077:      [>eh<] 
32 E02:       [ y e]:ah £.hhh u(h)m£ >ohkay so it’ll be  
33        1 about ten thirty< Gwen alri:ght¿ 
34 C077:  2 ye:hs:= 
35 E02:             =ohkay [th:<ank you> very much for] that 
36 C077:                   [thank you dear. that sh’ld] 
 
In this instance, the employee explains an arrangement for an upcoming public holiday. In 
informing the client of the time her service will be delivered, the employee indicates, 
through her use of the contrastive “but” (“budit,” line 10), that there is something different 
about the service time. Following a gap in the conversation (line 12), the employee 
continues to inform the client that the service will be delivered by Kathleen (line 13). Her 
turn, to this point, exhibits the usual features of a possibly-complete turn4 (Schegloff 1996), 
following which the client might legitimately respond. The employee continues to expand 
her turn, however, tagging a response solicitation (lines 13-14) to her otherwise complete 
utterance.  
 
The response solicitation that the employee uses, like others following informings of future 
arrangements, specifically pursues the recipient’s positive appraisal of an arrangement that 
has just been detailed as though it were already finalized. Because the recipient, in this case 
the client, has some discretion to exercise, particularly whether a different service time is 
appropriate, the response solicitation displays that the prior informing should be treated as 
a proposal, to which the ‘conditionally relevant’  (Schegloff 1972) responses are acceptance 
or rejection. And this is indeed how the client responds (line 16).   
 
There is a second response solicitation in this Fragment. Following discussion of the client’s 
acquaintance with Kathleen, the employee re-informs her of the time the arranged service 
will be delivered (line 32-33). She again uses tag-positioned response solicitation to seek the 
client’s acceptance (line 33). Tag-positioned response solicitations in this fragment, and 
those in sequential trajectories of this type, function to re-specify an informed arrangement 
as a proposal. As we shall observe, the same outcome is accomplished when response 
solicitation follows a recipient’s response.  
 
3.2. Trajectory 2: Recipient self-selects to respond 
Another sequential trajectory arrangement-making can take, which corresponds to that 
examined by Houtkoop (1987), shows that both arrangement-makers and recipients can 
treat informed arrangements as proposals. The arrangement is again introduced with 
informing. However, following the possible completion of the informing, instead of tag-
positioned response solicitation by the informer, the recipient responds to accept or reject 
the informed arrangement. As this response is similar to those considered above, it is 
identified in boldface on lines identified with the arrow numbered 2. In responding, 
recipients display an understanding that they have discretion to exercise in the matter. In 
this second sequence type, following a responsive turn to the informed arrangement, in 
which the recipient usually provides acceptance, the arrangement-making party replies by 
soliciting another response to the informing. That is, despite having just accepted an 
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arrangement, recipients are asked to re-accept it. As this action is similar to the tag-
positioned response solicitations considered above, ‘post-response response solicitation’ 
(Jefferson 1981) is identified in boldface on lines containing arrows numbered 1. This 
numbering technique serves to highlight the different order in which responses and 
solicitations are produced across the first and second sequential trajectories.  An instance of 
the second trajectory can be observed in the following Fragment (previously presented as 
Fragment 1).   
 
(04) [CHC007, 0:23-0:43] 
01 E07:       =now I just wanted to let you know that  
02            uhm:: tch tomo:rrow night Tammy’s not working 
03            .hhh so Laura’s going >to be coming=b’t i's a 
04            liddle bit< later.=it's going to be about  
05            quarter to seven:. 
06               (0.2) 
07 C003:  2 quarter to seven. th[at'll b]e  
08 E07:                           [↓yeah. ]    
09 C003:  2 alri:[ght.]  
10 E07:   1      [ yeh]=alRI::ght? 
11 C003:      (yeah/ye:s) [that'll] be fine.= 
12 E07:                   [ ohkay.]         =alright. 
13 E07:       ohkay. .hh how you getting on with the to:ilet 
14            surround is it a[lright?]  
                 ((topic shifts)) 
 
As in the above Fragments, the employee informs the client of a future arrangement (lines 
1-5). Following the informing, a transition-relevance place is available (Sacks, Schegloff & 
Jefferson 1974), and the client responds by repeating part of the information mentioned. 
This occasions confirmation from the employee, which is produced at the same time as the 
client continues her turn to assess the arrangement positively. It is that latter part of her 
response that is of interest for our current study. The suitability of the arrangement is within 
the client’s knowledge domain. As Heritage (2012a, 2013) has shown, utterances that relate 
to a domain over which recipients have greater epistemic access can be responded to as 
questions, even if they do not have the morphosyntactical and intonational properties 
typically associated with questioning (see also Labov & Fanshel 1977).  This is what happens 
here, without the tag-positioned response solicitations observed in Fragments 2 and 3. The 
client exercises discretion by responding to the informed arrangement as something she 
should either accept or reject. The employee’s informing, then, has been treated by the 
client as a proposal. In response to the client’s acceptance, the employee also displays an 
understanding of the informing as a proposal by soliciting a response (line 10), which re-
occasions the client’s acceptance of the already-agreed-upon arrangement.5 The two 
speakers, then, arrive at a common understanding that although one party (most often the 
employee) has unilaterally identified the particulars of the arrangement, it is nevertheless a 
proposal for the future and should be treated as such.  
 
This sequential trajectory can be observed again in the following Fragment. It warrants 
attention because, unlike other instances in this article, which are concerned with modifying 
an existing arrangement, in this interaction the participants work towards establishing an 
entirely new arrangement. This conversation follows another between the interactants that 
occurred around 40 minutes earlier (recorded as CHC021). On that occasion, the client 
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informed the employee that she had discussed with her care workers the need for an 
additional weekly cleaning service. In the ensuing conversation, the employee informs the 
client of the new service arrangement she has organised.  
 
(05) [CHC022, 0:11-0:54] 
01 E01:       .hh no:w Lou:i:se, on a Tchu::esda:y, .mphh  
02            I’ve got a lovely girl call’d Bet:h’ny.=now  
03            met you’ve her befo:re.=[sh’s- ] 
04 C008:                              [o::h y]e::ah= 
05 E01:                                            =you know  
06            Be:th:any¿ she’s [come ‘t] s:ho:wer you  
07 C008:                       [y e : s] 
08 E01:       probably=or do st↑uff. .hhh u::hm, tch she’s 
09            gonna come every Tu::esda:y, 
10 C008:      every Tu:esday.= 
11 E01:                      =at- (.) yep. ↑ev'ry  
12            Tchu:esday.  
13               (0.4) 
14 C008:      [m m m m,] 
15 E01:       [and c’ld] sta:rting nex’Tu:esday.=a::t  
16            abo::u:t eleven fordy fi:ve?is:[h.] 
17 C008:  2                                [ o]h that’ll  
18        2 be fi:ne. [ (thank  you)  ] 
19 E01:                 [and she’ll come] in for abouda hour 
20            and a quartah?  
21               (0.3) 
22 C008:      #mmh[m#] 
23 E01:           [an]d that’ll give you ti:me t’ have a  
24            >bit of a< cha:t:.  
25 C008:      mm[h m ,  ] 
26 E01:         [and the]n she can do:: some tid’ing u:hp  
27            o::r >a bit of< la:undry or (.) do the di:shes 
28            an:’ (.) do [that little bit of e]xtra  
29 C008:                  [  # m m  h m m ¿ #  ]                 
30            domes:tick.= 
31 C008:  2            =oh that’d be  
32        2 l:ove[ly       ] (thank you Kim.)] yeh ] that’d 
33 E01:   1      [>will tha]t<   be   alri::?]ht:. ] 
34 C008:      be lovely. 
35 E01:       a::lright so that’dl sta:rt next week, 
              ((employee describes what Bethany can do)) 
 
Although this Fragment concerns an entirely new arrangement, rather than a modification 
to an existing one, this sequence of arrangement-making contains the same constituent 
elements as those in Fragments 2 and 3. That is, the employee informs her client of who will 
come to visit her, and when. Following this, the client responds to the informed 
arrangement by assessing it as acceptable (lines 17-18), thus displaying an understanding 
that she has discretion to exercise in the matter. 
 
It turns out, however, that the employee has not completed her informing at that point. She 
continues to inform the client of further details of the arrangement (lines 19-30). Following 
this, the client again makes a positive assessment of the arrangement. Both here, at lines 
31-32, and earlier, at lines 17-18, the client displays that she has discretion to exercise in the 
matter. In particular, it is up to her to indicate whether the service time and length suit her 
own personal plans for the future. The employee also orients to this discretion. As the client 
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comes to the end of her assessment, “oh that’d be l:ovely” (lines 31-32), which constitutes 
a possibly complete turn at talk, the employee solicits a re-assessment of that arrangement. 
By doing so, the employee also displays the arrangement is to be treated as a proposal 
subject to the client’s discretion.  
 
Due to the slight overlap between the recipient’s response and the informer’s response 
solicitation, this Fragment could be considered a boundary case (Schegloff 1997) between 
the second and third trajectory types. The employee has arguably heard enough of the 
client’s turn to comprehend that her arrangement is being responded to favourably. Most of 
the assessment item “lovely” (line 32) is produced in an otherwise vacant turn space.  
 
In the following section, which involves analysis of the third sequential trajectory, we 
examine a clearer instance in which both parties simultaneously move into the responsive 
phase of the sequence.  
 
3.3. Trajectory 3: Both parties simultaneously move into the responsive phase 
In the two trajectories explored above, the parties to an informed arrangement display an 
understanding of that informing as a proposal at equivalent points in the sequence. In the 
first trajectory, following the possible completion of the informing, an informer expands her 
turn with a tag-positioned response solicitation seeking acceptance or rejection of the 
arrangement. She thereby displays her understanding of the arrangement as a proposal. 
Following the possible completion of the informing in the second trajectory, the recipient 
responds to accept or reject the arrangement, again displaying understanding of the 
arrangement as a proposal. Given these two possibilities emerge at the same point, there is 
a third trajectory in which both parties simultaneously, or near simultaneously, take turns to 
produce these respective utterances. The following is one such instance.  
 
(06) [CHC153, 0:45-1:00] 
01 E01:       Jenny um: tch (0.2) Cin:dy’s s:till:: not  
02            working, [.hh] 
03 C049:               [ ye]ah.= 
04 E01:                        =s:o tomo:rrow Rita will be  
05            coming at ab’t <quarter to eleven>=instead of 
06            half past te:n¿  
07        1 [ .h h h h ]  that  be   alri]ght w[ith you?] 
08 C049:  2 [yeah  that](’ll) be alright.]     [  ye:h. ] 
09 C049:      ye:h that’s fine. 
10 E01:       o:hkay tha[nks    Jen]ny.  
11 C049:                [thank you.]  
12 E01:       by[:e.] 
13 C049:        [ by]e.  
14               (0.4) 
                 ((recording ends)) 
 
Following her informed arrangement, culminating with reference to the service time (lines 
5-6), the employee inhales and produces a response solicitation. As she does this, the client 
also takes a turn to produce the very response the employee is soliciting. After the two 
parties have stopped talking in overlap, the client repeats her acceptance (line 9). The 
employee then treats the matter as settled and moves to close down both the sequence 
and the conversation. In instances like these, then, we can observe both parties 
simultaneously orienting to the recipient’s discretion regarding the arrangement.  
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In our introduction to this article, we reported research exploring the special status of 
arrangement-making as a closing-relevant action. The utterances we have identified as 
response solicitations may be, in fact, possible pre-closing devices (Schegloff and Sacks 
1973). However, the utterances considered here differ with respect to their intonational 
production. Schegloff and Sacks (1973) describe possible pre-closing turns as having a 
downward intonation contour, whereas the turns we have examined are routinely produced 
with rising intonation. It seems, then, that we have two similar, and yet distinct, turn types.  
Nevertheless, the fragments we have shown do lend support to existing research that 
demonstrates how making arrangements can occasion the termination of a current 
interaction as a relevant possibility.  
 
In summary, it seems that, following Jefferson (1981), these response solicitations are more 
than just possible pre-closings. They highlight first speakers’ understandings that the point 
of informing is to propose an arrangement. Response solicitation displays an understanding 
that the recipient’s acceptance of a future course of action is necessary for the informed 
arrangement to transpire. Response solicitations therefore establish that what could be 
understood as a unilaterally-made arrangement is recognizably negotiable. This display is so 
important that there are two positions from which a proposer can launch it: in either tag-
position or post-response position. Regardless of the position, these response solicitations 
serve a uniform function, marking the necessity of recipients accepting a proposed future 
course of action. 
 
3.4. Deviant cases: No response solicitation 
Further evidence for the function of these sequences can be found by examining instances 
where arrangements are agreed upon without response solicitation. They are similar to the 
second trajectory in the sense that recipients respond to an informed arrangement without 
being explicitly solicited to do so. They differ from this trajectory, however, because the 
arrangement-maker does not reply with post-response response solicitation (hence the 
absence of arrows numbered one in the Fragments below). On the basis of our analysis, it 
could seem that informers in such instances do not give due regard to recipients’ discretion. 
A close inspection, however, demonstrates the applicability of the original analysis. It does 
so by distinguishing between arrangements that should be checked for their 
appropriateness, and are thus re-specified as proposals, and those that can be presumed to 
be acceptable, and can therefore remain as informings. The following fragment is an 
instance of the latter.  
 
(07) [CAC185, 0:10-0:26] 
01 E05:       I’m jus’ ringing to let you kno:w, that  
02            tomorrow morning Ste:phanie will come and take 
03            you shopping.=at the same ti:me  
04               (0.6)  
05 E05:       tch of [tw]elve o’cloc[k.] 
06 C062:             [at]           [ a]t twelve o’[clo:ck.] 
07 E05:                                            [ .hhh  ]  
08            yes:. 
09               (.) 
10 C062:  2 y:es that’ll be alrIg’t I w’l be ready for her. 
11 E05:       ohkay. e:xcellent. thanks very  
12 
 
12            muc:h.= 
13 C062:            =oh>khay,< 
14 E05:       bye by:e: 
15               (0.2) 
                 ((recording ends)) 
 
Although the employee’s detailing of the client’s shopping service is delivered in the format 
of an informing, there is no attempt by the employee, either at the culmination of the 
informing (line 5) or following the client’s acceptance (line 10), to re-specify the 
arrangement that she has detailed as a proposal, through the use of response solicitation. 
Although it deviates from the pattern described above, what distinguishes this informing is 
that the arrangement will apparently take place at the same time as the client’s usual 
shopping service. This arrangement, then, relates to an event that both parties have a 
shared understanding about; they both already know that twelve o’clock is a suitable time 
for the client to receive a service.  The only detail that appears to be different is the care 
worker who will provide the service. There is, then, less of a basis for proposing this 
particular arrangement.  
 
An alternative analysis of the above Fragment, following Houtkoop (1987), could be that a 
response solicitation is not warranted in this situation because the recipient demonstrates 
acceptance by claiming that she will be ready for Stephanie when she arrives (line 10). Even 
if this were the case, however, it is clearly not so in relation to the following Fragment.  
 
(08) [CAC273, 0:05-0:24] 
01 E05:       .hhhh I’m ringing jus’to leht you kno:w that 
02            u:hm a girl call’d A:my will >come< to: do:  
03            your s:ocial support and dome:stic t’morrow=at 
04            the no:rmal ti:me.= 
05 C096:                        =o:h >yes< Th:ere:se’s on  
06            holiday isn’t she,= 
07 E05:                         =sh:e i:hs:. 
08 C096:      yep. 
09               (.) 
10 E05:       yes:.=  
11 C096:           =>what did you< say her na:me w[as¿ ] 
12 E05:                                           [.hhh] her 
13            name’s A:my. 
14 C096:  2   A:my. ohkay dha:rling. ↑thank you for letting 
15        2   me kno:w↑. 
16 E05:       that’s ohkay. by[e  bye.] 
17 C096:                      [thank y]ou sweetie.=by:e. 
18               (0.3) 
                 ((recording ends)) 
 
As in Fragment 7, the above instance includes an informing of a future arrangement that 
does not get re-specified as a proposal through the use of a response solicitation. Also, as in 
Fragment 7, an arrangement is being made that involves a different person than is usual, 
but the arrangement will take place at the usual time (lines 1-4). Again, then, the 
arrangement-maker can be confident her arrangement will be suitable to the recipient. 
Indeed this is the case, and the client orients to the prior turn as an informing (by thanking 
the employee “for letting me kno:w,” lines 14-15). At this point the arrangement is deemed 
settled, as the participants move to close their conversation (lines 16-17).  
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These deviant cases illustrate how arrangement-making practices are sensitive to domains 
of knowledge. When a party seeks to make an arrangement at a time they can expect will 
suit their recipient, an informing alone can be sufficient to make that arrangement. 
Alternatively, where a recipient’s complicity can be less certain, an informed arrangement 
can be re-specified as a proposal, through the use of response solicitation, to highlight the 
informer’s understanding that the recipient has some discretion in the matter. In this way, 
the parties involved are able to arrive at a mutual arrangement for the future.  
 
 
4. Discussion and conclusion 
In this article, we contribute to understanding arrangement-making in interaction by 
developing Houtkoop’s (1987) analysis of proposed future arrangements. We have shown 
how arrangement-making sequences can be initiated with informings, an action type that 
has not previously been given sufficient attention in research on the subject. Our interest 
has been to explore how both an informing party, and their recipient, can treat informed 
arrangements as entailing more than the mere provision of information. We find that if the 
arrangement contains elements that parties have some, but not all, relevant knowledge of – 
in this case the suitability of a particular arrangement – then an informing can be treated as 
a proposal.  
 
We have developed existing research by exploring different sequential trajectories used for 
arrangement-making. In addition to the sequential structure detailed by Houtkoop (1987), 
we have shown how arrangement-makers can tag  response solicitations to the end of 
informing turns, thus circumventing a more extended sequence. Stokoe and Speer (in press) 
have also identified these two trajectories in instances where attempts are made to obtain 
consent for research participation, another type of arrangement for the future. Because 
these two trajectories involve the possibility of both parties taking, or continuing, a turn at 
talk at the same juncture (following the possible completion of an informing of a future 
arrangement), the third trajectory we observed involves both parties simultaneously moving 
into the responsive phase; the informer with a tag-positioned response solicitation, and the 
recipient with the very response that is being solicited.  
 
Irrespective of its position, our analysis demonstrates that response solicitation is an 
informer’s resource for re-specifying an informed arrangement as a proposal. We have 
identified two sequential positions at which such solicitations can be located: tag-positioned 
or post-response. Future research might explore the differential use of response 
solicitations following informed arrangements to determine whether there is a basis for the 
use of one sequential position over the other.6 
 
Although our findings have been made with reference to data from a specific institutional 
context, and largely focused on modifications to existing arrangements, our analysis also 
applies to published cases of arrangement-making in mundane interaction, those 
concerning entirely new arrangements, and arrangements made in languages other than 
English (Houtkoop 1987, Lindström 1999, Schegloff & Sacks 1973). We conclude, therefore, 
that the sequential organization of the arrangement-making we describe is a general one 
that people use to make arrangements in a range of contexts, both mundane and 
institutional. This conclusion supports arguments made elsewhere that institutional 
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interactions do not necessarily entail interacting in institution-specific ways, and that people 
can employ mundane practices when they come to interact with one another in institutional 
settings (Drew & Heritage 1992, Schegloff 1991, Schegloff, Koshik, Jacoby & Olsher 2002). 
This seems to be the case here; the arrangements we consider are designed to achieve an 
institutional goal but, at least in terms of their sequential organization, they do not appear 
to be accomplished in an institution-specific way.  
 
Our analysis enables detailed understanding of a practice interlocutors use to make 
arrangements for the future. We have observed that people can privately organize a range 
of particulars for future arrangements. For instance, employees seem to determine what 
arrangements are possible before calling clients to discuss them. In many cases, however, 
one crucial aspect that arrangement-makers cannot be sure of in advance is the complicity 
of other parties implicated in the arrangement. When making this type of arrangement in 
talk-in-interaction, speakers can initially inform recipients of pre-determined details, and 
then explicitly seek their response to those details as a proposal. Arrangement-makers 
thereby exhibit moment-by-moment orientation to the knowledge domains of implicated 
parties, in order to arrive at a conjoint understanding of how some aspect of the future 
should transpire.  
 
 
Appendix: Transcription conventions 
Convention Example 
Square brackets mark speaker overlap, with left 
square brackets indicating overlap onset and 
right brackets overlap offset 
C003: alri:[ght.]  
E07:       [ yeh] 
An equals sign indicates the absence of a 
discernable silence between two lexical objects, 
which can occur within a single speaker’s turn 
or between the turns of two speakers 
E07:  oka:y?= 
C004:       =oh 
A number within parentheses refers to silence, 
which is measured to the nearest tenth of a 
second, and can occur within a single speaker’s 
turn or between two speaker’s turns 
um: tch (0.2) Cin:dy’s 
A period within parentheses indicates a 
micropause of less than two-tenths of a second 
we've got (.) um 
A period represents falling intonation at the end of 
a unit of talk 
that’s w:onderful. 
A question mark indicates rising intonation is that oka:y? 
A comma represents slightly rising intonation Renee is on holidays, 
An inverted question mark indicates moderately 
rising intonation 
is that okay¿ 
 
A colon represents the stretching of the 
immediately preceding sound, with multiple 
colons indicating prolonged stretching 
on: Saturda:y o::r 
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Convention Example 
Underlining followed by a colon represents a shift 
in pitch during the pronunciation of a sound, 
with rising pitch on the underlined component 
followed by falling pitch on the colon 
component 
la:dy. 
An underlined colon represents the converse of the 
above, with rising pitch on the underlined colon 
component 
by:e. 
An upward arrow marks a sharp upward pitch 
shift, which begins in the syllable following the 
arrow. An utterance encased in upward arrows 
indicates that talk is produced at a higher pitch 
than the surrounding talk. 
st↑uff. 
A downward arrow marks a sharp downward pitch 
shift 
↓yeah. 
Upper case indicates talk produced at a louder 
volume than surrounding utterances 
alRI::ght? 
Degree signs encase talk produced at a lower 
volume than surrounding utterances 
yourºtº 
Utterances encased with greater-than followed by 
less-than symbols indicate talk produced at a 
faster pace than surrounding utterances 
>oh that's okay.< 
 
Utterances encased with less-than followed by 
greater-than symbols indicate talk produced at 
a slower pace than surrounding utterances 
th:<ank you> very much 
A hyphen indicates an abrupt termination in the 
pronunciation of the preceding utterance 
there pro- (.) proximately 
Pound signs encase utterances produced with 
smile voice 
£.hhh u(h)m£ 
Number signs encase utterances produced in a 
creaky voice 
#mmhm# 
Single parentheses encase an utterance that was 
unclear to the transcriptionist. Where there is 
more than two possible hearings, a forward 
slash separates these 
(yeah/ye:s) 
Double parentheses encase descriptions about the 
interaction 
((call ends)) 
A period followed by the letter ‘h’ represents 
audible inhalation, with more letters indicating 
longer inhalation  
working .hhh so 
The letter ‘h’ enclosed in parentheses indicates the 
presence of a laughter particle within an 
utterance  
u(h)m 
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1 We recommend interested readers compare the institution-specific instances that we present here with 
published fragments of arrangement-making in mundane and other institutional interactions. Fragments 
containing a sufficient number of turns to determine whether arrangement-making proceeds in the same 
sequential patterns that we identify can be found in Houtkoop (1987) on pages 67 (fragment 58), 118 
(fragment 123), 120 (fragment 125), 122 (fragment 127), 128 (fragment 137), 136 (fragment 143), and 138 
(fragment 148); in Lindström (1999) on pages 115-116; in Schegloff and Sacks (1973) on page 318; in Davidson 
(1978) on pages 124-124); and in Robinson (2001) on pages 644-646 (extracts 3 and 4). We find that close 
comparison of instances from our corpus to those published fragments from mundane interaction 
demonstrate the same general sequential pattern can be used to accomplish arrangement-making in both 
mundane and institutional interaction.  
 
2 Most arrangement-making sequences in the CHC corpus relate to modifications of existing arrangements. 
However, these do not systematically differ from the entirely new arrangements that are made within the 
corpus, or from those found in prior research on arrangement-making by Houtkoop (1987). 
 
3 Several fragments reported here involve the explicit discussion of care workers. For a consideration of 
responses to person references in this setting, see Ekberg (in press).  
 
4 Although the transcript of Fragment 3 indicates falling intonation at the possible end of the employee’s 
informing turn on line 12 (immediately prior to her tag-positioned response solicitation), her utterance does 
not sound as though it has final falling intonation. It is also not uncommon in instances where response 
solicitations are tagged on to the end of informing turns for there to be no falling intonation, such as in line 9 
of Fragment 2. This prosodic quality is not surprising, given that informers turn out not yet to have completed 
their turn at talk.  
 
5
 The post-response response solicitations considered here do not necessarily occasion an upgraded response; 
for instance, from weaker to stronger forms of acceptance. The following is a clear instance of this. The 
arrangement (not reproduced in its entirety here, for the sake of brevity) is one that the employee has arrived 
at after apparently considerable effort. The client’s superlative assessment of the arrangement seems to orient 
to this effort (Lindström & Heinemann 2009). The Fragment begins toward the end of a relatively extended 
arrangement-making sequence.  
 
(09) [CHC005, 0:56-1:05] 
01 E04:       ... and she: can come there pro- (.)  
02            proximately twelve fiftee:n.=something like  
03            that.=[if tha]t’s ohkay. 
04 C002:  2       [o : h ]  
05 C002:  2 great. ye:s.=  
06 E04:                  =on the Fri:day.  
07               (.)  
08 C002:  2  that’s w:onderful.  
09 E04:   1  alri:ght?=  
10 C002:               =yes that’s really good.  
 
In spite of the strength of the client’s assessments (lines 5 and 8), the employee nonetheless solicits 
another response (line 9). Her conduct demonstrates that these solicitations are not used to solicit 
upgraded responses.  
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6
 Personal idiosyncrasies do not appear to account for the different trajectories (as a comparison of Fragments 
2 and 4, both involving E07, demonstrates). Many employees used both tag-positioned response solicitations 
and post-response response solicitations in the data collected for this study.  
